




























Viscous-mount low

vibration system

(silicon oil filled)

Forklift Trucks Comfortable for Operators

Excellent visibility achieved by absence of front and 
rear pillars. Compact meter panel further contributes
to clean, wider front visibility.

Deluxe multi-functional seat 

as standard equipment

Well-cushioned deluxe seat with various
functions such as reclining,
forward/backward sliding, smooth
swiveling, upward/downward adjustment, 
and adjustable armrest position.



The single steering cylinder system 
makes stationary  steering easy,
resulting in  comfortable steering
maneuverability.

Possible to operate and control the vehicle with light touches 
of the hydraulic assist lever and armrest. Difficult operations
can be performed by fingertip maneuvers, as well.

Electronic parking system













Industry top-ranked 

lifting speed-FD430

Remarkably improved lifting speed

*Figures in comparison with TCM conventional models.

260mm/s 340mm/s
(Without Load)

200mm/s 230mm/s
(With Load)

340
m m/s

The engine meeting the

emission levels in Stage

Ⅱ/ Tier 2 regulations

The diesel engine with 243kW 
inter-cooler, the largest capacity in 
its class. Far sufficient and strong  
power to perform continuous harsh 
operations.

Versatile Trucks, equipped with the new type of 
Spreader-being capable to stack up 
to five containers. 

TCM has proudly launched its newly revamped heavy duty 

forklift trucks-model FD430 in response to the needs of ever enlarging

container yards as well as heavy industries such as steel mills.

"Operator FriendlyTrucks" an ideal pioneering model,

mounted with the new engine in compliance with stringent

emission controls and, being capable of much faster lifting speeds.

Powerful and Driver FriendlyTrucks
Total Displacement

(cc) 11940
Rated Output 

243/2200
330/2200

Maximum Torque

1245/1500
127/1500

LIFTING SPEED

30% UP

*

*

(kW/rpm)
(ps/rpm)

(N.m/rpm)
(kg.m/rpm)

COMFORTABLE MIGHTY CONTAINER HANDLERS

We have proudly launched its newly revamped heavy duty 

forklift trucks-model FD430 in response to the needs of ever enlarging 

container yards as well as heavy industries such as steel mills. 

"Operator Friendly Trucks"- an ideal pioneering model, 

mounted with the new engine in compliance with stringent

emission controls and being capable of much faster lifting speeds.

TCM yellow color available as an option.
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engine speed

engine speed

speeds

11.940(728.6)/6cyl
243kW(330ps)/2200r.p.m.

SAE GROSS 257kW(345HP)/2200r.p.m.
1245N.m(127.0kgf.m)/1500r.p.m.

2 x 12V- 120Ah

lbs

: generator output
: starting battery
: fuel tank capacity

FUSO




